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The Growth and Importance of  
After-Market Service 
 

It wasn’t so long ago that manufacturers and dealers believed their products’ sales were the most 

critical measurement of success. Customer loyalty and customer satisfaction with the product(s) they 

bought were important, sure, but the sale of products was King. Post-sales service, including service 

provided during a warranty period, was an after-thought at best, a necessary evil at worst. Those of us 

who have been around long enough will remember the “lemon laws” developed in response to poor 

quality and spotty service in the U.S. auto industry.  The automotive manufacturers implemented 

advertising and promotional campaigns such as the “Quality is Job 1” Ford campaign to rectify this 

largely accurate perception. 

Product sales and sales growth are essential, to be sure. But aftermarket service and customer 

satisfaction have become increasingly crucial measurements in the past two to three decades. Indeed, 

whole new software industries have emerged to help manage and track and aftermarket service and 

customer satisfaction levels. Even widely recognized CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 

systems initially designed to track sales and sales opportunities now offer and aggressively promote 

service management software features and functions. 

Why the change in emphasis? The simple answer is revenue. Respected analyst firms such as Gartner 

Group, Technology Services Industry Association (TSIA), and others have consistently reported that 

revenue generated from aftermarket service frequently accounts for 25% or more of a company’s top 

line and often contributes 40% or more to the company’s profit. For those companies whose sole 

business is servicing products, 100% of revenue and profits are generated by service, not product sales. 

 

 

Aftermarket service contributes 25% or more to a company’s revenue,  

40% or more to bottom line profits 

Aftermarket Service 
Revenue

Aftermarket Service Other

Aftermarket Service 
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Moreover, post-sales service has a direct and formidable impact on future revenue: 

• After a product is purchased and used, the end user’s primary connection to the selling 

company is through the service organization. The service organization, not the sales 

organization, becomes the face of your company 

• The quality of service, rather than the product’s quality, frequently shapes the customer’s 

satisfaction level 

• The quality of service nurtures (or terminates) customers’ loyalty, directly impacting the 

propensity to buy again in the future, to become a “customer for life” 

 

 

 

 

All of this is also true for services provided under warranty. While in-warranty service may not 

contribute to revenue directly, it can impact revenue both now and in the future. How? 

• Add on services over and above standard warranty coverage generate immediate additional 

revenue 

• Extended warranty sales secure future revenue bookings at regular intervals in line with the 

extended warranty duration 

• Both standard warranty and extended warranty expirations present an opportunity for 

additional extended warranty sales 

 

 

  

“Service has a tremendous impact on customer 
satisfaction. Approximately 40% to 50% of 
buyers will repurchase from a supplier if service 
is executed well under a warranty or service 
contract.” 
 
Julie Messer - Sr. VP, Hornbeam Insurance 

 

 

Quality service means up to 50% of return buyers 
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Warranty and Extended Warranty 

Management Best Practice Suggestions 

The remainder of this paper will focus on warranty and extended warranty service offerings. It includes 

observations and recommendations about best practices in managing warranty and claims processes 

and suggestions about the software that can aid in achieving those best practices. 

 

There’s excellent news for those offering 

extended warranty services, including OEMs, 

dealers, third-party administrators, 

underwriters, the service providers 

themselves, and others involved in 

aftermarket services. Extended warranty is a 

rapidly expanding market, with significant 

revenue growth projected over the next six 

years. In its 2021 Extended Warranty Market 

forecast, Allied Research reports that the 

extended warranty market for automobiles, 

consumer electronics, home appliances, 

mobile devices, P.C.s, and similar items will 

grow from approximately $120.8B at the start 

of 2020 to $169.8B by the beginning of 2027.  

 

Manufacturers in industries like automobile and HVAC frequently try to outdo each other by offering 

longer warranty periods than their competition. Although these warranties don’t provide a direct 

revenue opportunity in and of themselves, warranty reserve planning accounts for the “missing” 

revenue to cover warranty claims. That reserve amount is typically built into the product price. Of 

course, it’s standard for OEMs and dealers to offer a manufacturer’s warranty with a new product sale. 

But manufacturers and dealers will naturally want to take advantage of the additional opportunities 

predicted in the extended warranty market. 

In an additional effort to boost revenue when a product sells, many manufacturers and dealers, 

especially in the automobile industry, offer add-on coverage on top of the standard warranty. Services 

such as routine maintenance, accidental damage coverage, and other services not included in the 

standard warranty are now offered at an additional price to the buyer at the time of sale. 

Beyond that, many OEMs and dealers offer extended warranty coverage, such as continuing service 

coverage beyond the expiration date of the warranty itself.  These extended warranties are referred to 

as “service contracts”, “service agreements”, or “maintenance contracts.” 

 

 

Source: Allied Market Research | Blumberg Advisory Group 
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Extended Warranty Advantages and Benefits 
 

The benefits to the buyer of continued service coverage after the initial warranty expires are obvious. All 

the below ultimately benefit the end-user and all those involved in selling, administering, and providing 

the required services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Manufacturers and dealers alike benefit from recurring revenue bookings  
when they implement Extended Warranty Programs 
 

 

For the manufacturers: 

✓ The opportunity to gather product performance and product failure 

data, which can lead to quality improvements, fewer failures, and 

service innovations 

✓ The opportunity to analyze product service costs and frequencies, 

leading to fewer warranty claims, more accurate warranty reserve 

estimates, and happier customers 

✓ The opportunity to build customer brand loyalty 

For those providing service during the extended warranty period: 

✓ The opportunity to secure long-term customer relationships, including 

extending service contract coverages and durations, by delivering 

exceptional service 

The advantages and benefits to the seller and other stakeholders are 

numerous, including: 

✓ Additional revenue over and above the income realized from the 

product sale 

✓ The opportunity to recognize and book recurring revenue over the life 

of the extended service contract 

✓ The opportunity, especially in retail, to capture customer data and 

buying tendency data for marketing purposes 

SERVICE 
PROVIDER 

BENEFITS 

SELLER 
BENEFITS 

MANUFACTURER 
BENEFITS 
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Best Practices in Extended Warranty 

Management 
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Sell Up Front –  
Make it Quick and Easy 

  

Most, if not all of us, have experienced buying a consumer electronics device and being instantly offered 

an extended service contract at checkout. That seems to be standard practice at virtually all retail 

outlets and online these days. That process needs to be fast, but also as thorough as possible. It’s 

essential to gather as much information as possible about the buyer and the product bought at this early 

stage. Point of Sale Integration with a CRM system is ideal in capturing required information. Major 

appliances, automobiles, and other large purchases may take more time, but accurate data capture is 

essential in either case.  

When possible, encourage the decision to add an extended warranty at the time of purchase: 

Offer an incentive, such as: Make it easy to buy: 

• A discount on the purchase of a similar or a related 

product, either now or in the future 

• A storewide discount for unrelated products or services, 

such as a discount on set-up and installation services of 

a large TV when a customer purchases an extended 

service agreement at the same time as the TV purchase 

• Longer contract coverage if purchased at the same time 

as the product 

• Implement and integrate easy-pay solutions, such as 
Afterpay, Affirm, Quadpay, or similar applications, 
which allow the buyer to spread the payments for the 
extended warranty over four or five months, often with 
no interest 

 

• For large purchases, build the cost of the extended 
contact into the finance agreement, or offer one of the 
easy payment solutions 

 

 

  

“It’s essential to gather as much information as 
possible about the buyer 
and the product bought at the time of 
purchase.” 
 
Mike Curran - SVP Claims and Operations, APCO Holdings, Inc. 

 

 

Suppose the customer refuses to purchase an extended warranty at the point of sale. In that case, the dealer or 

retailer can leverage the data gathered about the buyer and the product purchased to market the extended warranty 

services at some point after the sale, again offering appropriate incentives and easy payment options to encourage 

the purchase of an extended contract. 

1 
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Offer Varying Services  
and Durations  

 

Make the offerings attractive for varying buyer needs. Offer differing coverage durations, for example, 

one year at a specific cost, two and three-year coverages at increasing, but discounted rates for each 

additional year added to the coverage. 

Consider offering varying coverage terms as well. For example, full coverage might include a complete 

product replacement guarantee within a guaranteed time frame. A lower-cost offering might be to 

repair the original product at a repair depot, with repair and return guaranteed within a specified time. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 
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Data Accuracy is Key  

  

Whatever the duration and terms of the extended warranty agreement, it’s vital to capture as much 

information as possible about the purchaser and the product being purchased and do so as accurately as 

possible. OEMs and Dealers must structure customer and product purchase data appropriately in their 

systems of record. They must gather the pertinent information correctly and thoroughly. The timely and 

correct processing of future extended warranty claims will likely depend on the correctness of this data. 

The accuracy of the data associated with an extended warranty contract also plays a critical role in 

detecting and preventing fraudulent warranty claims. 
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Claims  
Processing 

 

Software abilities and software integration capabilities are critical in claims processing. Warranty and 

extended warranty customers must file and settle claims as easily and as quickly as possible. They must 

be able to initiate claims in various ways, including by phone, by email, by direct mail, or even by 

returning a product for warranty service to a designated repair center, with the necessary details 

included in the package. The most desirable and probably the most economical and reliable way to 

initiate a claim is to allow the customer to file a claim via a software “portal” connection to the claims 

administrator or processor. 

No matter who initiates a claim when it is received, the claims administrator must first determine two 

primary factors: 

1. Is the claim legitimate 

2. The terms of the warranty or extended warranty coverage 

 

  

“Claims processing times can be impacted if 
data about the buyer and the product(s) 
purchased are inaccurate or incomplete.” 
 
Robert Christian 
President and Chief Risk Officer 
OnPoint Warranty Solutions 
 

 

 

 

 

Data accuracy and completeness impact both factors and can help speed, or delay, the adjudication of 

the claim. If data is incorrect or missing in the warranty/extended warranty record, the warranty 

processor will need to research and verify the claim. The processor will also need to rule out a 

fraudulent claim.  

We spoke to a warranty claims administrator who cited this example of an attempted fraudulent claim – 

a customer purchased two TVs at different times. However, the customer purchased an extended 

warranty for only the most recently purchased TV. At issue, the buyer submitted a claim for a problem 

4 
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with the older TV, using the extended contract number for the newer TV as the justification for the 

claim. The administrator may have approved the fraudulent claim without the complete data about the 

TV covered by the extended warranty, including the model and serial number, and date of purchase. To 

reiterate – data accuracy is critical. Proper software capabilities and use will help ensure that accuracy. 

Once the validity of the claim is assured, the administrator must consider several factors in settling the 

claim, among them: 

• Is the warranty or extended service agreement still active? 

• Is the damage or problem covered? For example - are parts and labor included in the coverage, 

or just parts and was the damage inflicted in anger or on purpose, requiring claim denial 

• The needed time to settle the claim, if stipulated in the contract 

• If the contract stipulates a product replacement, as opposed to a product repair 

• If there is a cap on the amount to product reimbursement cost paid or the cost to repair 

• Can the claim be automatically or instantly settled, or does it require further manual 

investigation and processing? 

 

The claim administrator may also consider other factors as appropriate, such as the overall importance 

of the customer to the organization, the anger/frustration level of the customer, or other issues. 
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Automatic  
Claims Adjudication 

 

In some circumstances, it is desirable to automatically settle a claim and authorize a payment, 

replacement, or repair without further investigation, thus saving valuable time and costs incurred in 

adjudicating claims. Such circumstances generally include: 

• Low dollar claims 

• Claims for frequent, repetitive, commonly known issues 

• Claims, where the cost to repair is not economically sensible 

• Claims, where a replacement shipment is standard for the problem, reported 

• Other similar circumstances 

Comprehensive claims management software empowers users to define specific business rules to 

automate this automatic claims settlement process. 

 

 
Automatic claims settlement and payment saves valuable time 
and costs incurred in adjudicating claims 
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Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
and Metrics  

 

OEMs, dealers, TPAs, underwriters, and those involved in processing and adjudicating warranty claims 

will want to monitor and report on specific metrics and KPIs regularly. Suggested KPIs include, but are 

not limited to: 

• Average claim resolution times - To spot trends, identify areas and processes needing 

improvement, and include data about outliers that take excessive time to resolve, allowing for 

analysis to help improve processes 

• Percent of claims settled automatically - To confirm the soundness of the workflow and identify 

possible additional efficiencies 

• Service Level Agreement (SLA) compliance - To pinpoint potential problem areas for corrective 

action, and to anticipate and mitigate possible customer satisfaction issues 

• Percent of claims received via email, phone, regular mail, portal, etc. - To identify possible 

ways to streamline processing 

• Claims adjudication costs and Loss Ratio - To ensure that the Loss Ratio is within acceptable 

parameters 

 

 

 

Average claim resolution times 

Percent of claims settled automatically

Service Level Agreement (SLA) compliance

Percent of claims received via email, phone, regular mail, portal, etc.

Claims adjudication costs and Loss Ratio

6 

KPIs 
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Loss Ratio 

 

Loss Ratio is an essential metric in tracking warranty and extended warranty profitability and viability. Fundamentally, 

it is the cost of settling claims divided by the premiums (revenue) generated for the extended service contract.  

LOSS RATIO   = 
Cost of settling claims  

Revenue generated for the extended service contract 

 

A simple example:  

If the price paid for the service agreement is $150, and the cost of settling claims submitted during the life of the 

agreement is $100, the Loss Ratio is 66.7% ($100 ÷ $150).  

66.7%   = 
$100  

$150 

 

L O S S  R A T I O

 

A loss ratio that is too low may signal that the price of the extended  
service contract is too high, causing potential buyers to shy away. 
 

7 

75-85% 
Appropriate Loss Ratio - Those who work with warranty claims frequently suggest 

that an appropriate Loss Ratio is between 75% - 85%. Others we spoke with offer the 

Loss Ratio can vary by industry. 

65% or less 
Low Loss Ratio - On the other hand, an expert in claims we spoke with conjectured 

that a needlessly low Loss Ratio, for example, 65% or lower, could indicate that the 

price charged for the extended service contract might be too high, resulting in fewer 

contract sales than desired. Although the margin on the sold agreements might be 

higher, the overall revenue and customer growth goals would be lower because some 

customers are driven away by the higher premium prices. 

90% 
High Loss Ratio - All would agree that a Loss Ratio near 90% or higher indicates a problem, 

such as excessive claims settlement costs or unnecessarily low service contract premiums. 
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Two additional factors to consider when evaluating Loss Ratio are: 

1. Consider the cost of administering the service contract. This issue is an essential factor to evaluate. 

The simple Loss Ratio formula mentioned above does not include service contract administration 

costs. If one calculates the Loss Ratio based strictly on the claims settlement costs compared to the 

sales price of the contract, without considering the added expenses for administering the 

agreement, the adjusted Loss Ratio percent can rise to an unacceptable level, even to over 100%; 

not what any business wants. 

One way to deal with this is to include the administrative costs in the basic loss ratio calculation, 

which results in a more accurate margin calculation. The revised ratio is called the Combined Ratio. 

Another way to account for the administrative costs is to add an administration fee to the base price 

of the extended service agreement. 

2. Calculations based on individual time segments in the agreement will almost certainly be 

misleading. Either way, it’s also essential to calculate the ratios based on the total length of the 

contract.  

 

A simple example: 

• A three-year extended service agreement sells for $600  

• The recognizable revenue for the contract in each of the three years is $200/year 

• During the first year of the agreement, there are no claims settlement costs – the Loss Ratio 

is 0% 

• In the second year, there is a $100 cost for shipping a component replacement part. The 

Loss Ratio of year two is 50% ($100 ÷ $200)  

• There is a $400 cost for dispatching a technician to repair the product at its location in year 

three. The Loss Ratio of year three is 200% ($400 ÷ $200)  

• The Loss Ratio for the contract duration is 83.3% ($500 ÷ $600) 

 

 

 

 

 

As you can see, the Loss Ratio for the individual years can be very misleading, from extremely low to 

extremely high. The most accurate and reliable way to measure the Loss Ratio is to measure it over the 

extended service contract’s duration and include an appropriate allotment for administrative costs. 

3-year extended service 
agreement sells for $600 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

REVENUE  $200 $200 $200 

ADDITIONAL COSTS $0 $100  
cost for shipping a component 
replacement part 

$400  
cost for dispatching a technician 
to repair the product 

LOSS RATIO  
(for each year) 

0% 50%  
($100 ÷ $200) 

200% 
($400 ÷ $200) 

LOSS RATIO  
(for the contract 
duration) 

83.3% 
($500 ÷ $600) 
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The Role of Comprehensive Claims 
Management Software 

 

In this paper, we’ve alluded to the fact that software can be very valuable in helping manage, process, and report on 
warranty and extended warranty claims activities. Warranty administrators and processors need to be as efficient as 
possible when managing critical functions and procedures of warranty transactions. 
 

  
 

 
 
 

Software is invaluable in helping administrators 
accurately manage, track, and report on warranty  
and post-warranty services. 
 

 

 

 
The Policy Claim and Reporting SolutionsTM (PCRS) software from PCMI will empower them to do just 

that. PCMI offers a modular package of software solutions to administer F&I Products, Service Contracts, 

and Extended Warranties. PCRS supports and automates the entire lifecycle of all aftermarket products. 

PCMI's advanced industry knowledge provides the fastest and most flexible environment for 

administrators, insurers, OEM's, agents, and dealers.  

 

The PCRS software includes robust capabilities for: 

• Warranty and extended warranty policy administration 

• Claims administration 

• Service dispatch 

• Risk management 

• Analytics and reporting 

• Rapid integration with Enterprise systems and third-party applications 

 

Moreover, the PCMI solution is offered as a Platform as a Service (PaaS), enabling PCMI clients' internal 

development teams to build unique warranty and extended warranty applications that improve their 

and their customers' experience. 

 

PCMI's team of 165+ individuals with a global presence in the U.S., Europe, and Asia enables continuous, 

around-the-clock innovation, customer-focused support, and quick speed to market.  

8 
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About Blumberg Advisory Group 

Blumberg Advisory Group, Inc. is a leading management consulting firm to the Warranty Management 

and Aftermarket Service Industry and a pioneer in helping companies manage service as a strategic 

profit center. Through their relationships and experience, Blumberg is uniquely qualified to position its 

clients strategically to meet current challenges and new growth opportunities, and advice clients on 

mergers and acquisitions. Blumberg works to improve its clients’ profitability through strategic service, 

assisting in development and implementation of optimal business strategies based on the principle that 

service is best managed as a separate, strategic, and profitable business. Learn more at 

BlumbergAdvisor.com. 

 

About PCMI  

PCMI offers a modular package of software solutions for the administration of F&I Products, Service 

Contracts, and Extended Warranties. Our SaaS platform, Policy Claim and Reporting Solutions™ (PCRS), 

supports and automates the full lifecycle of all aftermarket products. Our advanced knowledge of the 

industry allows us to provide the fastest and most flexible environment for administrators, insurers, 

OEM’s, agents, and dealers to launch new products. Our team of 155+ individuals with a global presence 

in the U.S., Europe, and Asia enables continuous around-the-clock innovation, customer-focused 

support, and quick speed to market.  Learn more at PCMICorp.com. 
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